
SKYCRUISER AUTOGYRO
SC - 200 type





What makes the difference?

 

The first target was safety. Another point is that,

Our company has paid special attention to the 

unique and excusive look and feel, that’s why 

SC-200 has a sporty and elelgant style. 

Maximum comfort was an important aspect of

 our design, while maintaining flight parameters.

Our machines satisfy the highest level of technical

 and safety expectations. Thanks to the continuous 

development, our machines are continuously 

getting equipped with new extras, comfort and 

safety features. An important difference, that most 

of these developments are built in the basic models, 

compared to other similar machines on the market. 

So we can say: a basic SC-200 model has much 

higher technical level, than a competitor machine.

.

Some examples:

- optional paintwork

- UHF radio + intercom

- digital instruments

- fully unique instrumentation

- 125 HP engine

- EMS (engine monitoring system)

- wheel covers

- prop spinner

- computer controlled prerotator and rotor brake etc.

- landing gear with shock absorber

 

ź Furthermore, all of our machines work with a self 

developed Android based system.







GOALS FOR FUTURE

Most important element of our goals is the continuous maintenance 

of safety and quality. This is the way we can establish our stable 

Our plan is to also target the outstanding effective demand of the 

Arabic countries. We have a negotiation in progress – in advanced 

status – with an investor from China. With this relationship one 

of the biggest markets could open for us. We’re also negotiating 

with African countries, where our products could improve tourism 

(safaris and trips). Kazakhstan and Russia are also our potential 

market – we have actual orders from Kazakhstan. We have a number 

of purchase intentions from South and North-America, and we also 

have an engine supplier partnership. 



Enclosed version

- 2 seaters, tandem
- very comfortable
- cabin heater
- 125 hp engine
- costumised design

Injection system
- bioethanol compatible (automatic)
- less fuel consuption
- smoother engine runing
- more dynamic
- easy and fast installation



WEBSITE: HTTP://WWW.SKYCRUISER.HU

E-MAIL: INFO@SKYCRUISERHUNGARY.HU
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